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Abstract

The isolation of a tetragonal, helical phase of plumbocene, Cp2Pb, provides a rare example of a helical metallocene and the
opportunity to shed light on the relationship between the modes of aggregation found in its various polymorphs. © 2002 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The structural flexibility of plumbocene, Cp2Pb, is
evident from recrystallization of pre-sublimed or-
thorhombic, zigzag Cp2Pb from toluene at 5 °C; a
toluene–solvated complex, [(Cp2Pb)3·C6H5CH3]�,
which adopts a sinusoidal, polymeric chain structure,
and an unsolvated cyclic, hexagonal modification,
(Cp2Pb)6, have also been structurally characterised [1].
Recently, the structure of the orthorhombic, zigzag
phase of Cp2Pb has been accurately redetermined using
crystals grown from a toluene–THF mixture at 27 °C,
allowing the space group ambiguity to be eliminated
[2a].

As a part of our continuing studies into the effects of
internal donor groups on the nature of aggregation of
metallocene ‘paddle-wheel’ anions [3], we have treated
Cp2Pb (prepared according to a literature procedure
[2b]) with (CpTHF)2Mg [2:1 equivalents, CpTHF=
(C5H4)CH2-2-C4H7O] in toluene solvent, but the envis-
aged product of nucleophilic addition, [Cp2PbCpTHF-
MgCpTHFPbCp2], was not formed. Instead, Cp2Pb was
itself crystallized from a toluene solution at −15 °C
over 72 h in a new polymeric, helical phase 1. This
polymorph adds a new dimension to the understanding
of the nature of propagation in plumbocene and pro-

vides a key insight into the relationship between its
different modifications.

The low-temperature X-ray crystallographic study of
11 shows that the individual molecules of Cp2Pb assem-
ble into an infinite, polymeric structure where each Pb
centre is bonded to two �-�5-C5H5 ligands and one
terminal �5-C5H5 ligand (Fig. 1). This results in ap-
proximate trigonal planar coordination geometry
around Pb [av. Cpcent�Pb�Cpcent=120.0 °, range
117.0–122.3 ° (Cpcent=centroid axis of the Cp lig-
and)], which is qualitatively very similar to the arrange-
ment in the orthorhombic, zigzag form and the
sinusoidal toluene solvate. Pb�C distances in 1 do not
vary greatly {Pb�C[Cp(B)] 2.71–2.80 A� , av. 2.76 A� ;
Pb�C[Cp(A)] 2.95–3.06 A� , av. 3.01 A� ; Pb�C[Cp(AA)]
2.92–3.02 A� , av. 2.98 A� } and the Pb-(�-Cp)-Pb bridges
deviate only slightly from linearity [av. Pb-(�-Cp)-Pb
174.4 °, Fig. 1]. The pattern of Cpcent�Pb distances in 1
is very similar to that found for the other characterised
polymeric forms of Cp2Pb, with short contacts to the
terminal Cp ligands (Cpcent�Pb 2.51 A� ) and slightly

1 X-ray data for 1; [C10H10Pb]�, yellow, air-sensitive crystals,
M=337.37, tetragonal, space group I41/a, Z=16, a=b=16.5600(9)
A� , c=14.8161(10) A� , �=�=�=90°, V=4063.1(4) A� , �(Mo–
K�)=16.548 mm−1, T=180(2) K. Data were collected on a Nonius
KappaCCD diffractometer. Of a total of 6301 reflections collected,
2284 were independent (Rint=0.0922). The structure was solved by
direct methods and refined by full-matrix least-squares on F2 [9].
R1=0.0475 [I�4�(I)], wR2=0.1247.
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 1 viewed along the 41 screw axis.

of Group 11 [5]. For main group organometallic com-
pounds, however, the occurrence of helical oligomers or
polymers is extremely rare, [{Na[C5H4B(NMe2)2]}·
C5H10O]� [6], [Me3SnCl·AlCl3]� [7] and [R-ethyl-
methylphenyltelluronium (1S)-camphor-10-sulpho-
nate]� [8] being among the very few structurally char-
acterised examples. The closest analogue to 1 is the
solvated sodium borylcyclopentadienide [{Na[C5H4B-
(NMe2)2]}·C5H10O], the two compounds qualitatively
sharing a number of structural properties. However, the
molecular structure of 1 is unique in being the first
unfunctionalized, helical, main group organometallic.

2. Supplementary material

Crystallographic data for the structural analysis have
been deposited with the Cambridge Crystallographic
Data Centre, CCDC No. 173672 for compound 1.
Copies of this information may be obtained free of
charge from The Director, CCDC, 12 Union Road,
Cambridge CB2 1EZ, UK (Fax: +44-1223-336033;
e-mail: deposit@ccdc.cam.ac.uk or www: http://
www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk).
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Fig. 2. The inter-relation between the known polymorphs of Cp2Pb.

longer contacts to the bridging Cp ligands (Cpcent�Pb
2.76 A� ). In contrast to the previously determined struc-
tures of Cp2Pb [1,2], the polymeric strands of 1 are
non-planar. Indeed, fragments of [Cp2Pb] in 1 propa-
gate in the form of an �-helix about a 41 screw axis,
where one complete turn of the helix comprises four
[Cp2Pb] units, with a pitch of 14.82 A� [corresponding to
the Pb(1)�Pb(1F) distance]. Both the right-handed and
the left-handed enantiomorphs are found in the crystal
lattice of 1.

Organometallic polymorphism is a well-documented
phenomenon [4]; for plumbocene, in light of the sensi-
tive and flexible nature of the metal�ligand bonding,
and given the apparent differences and similarities be-
tween the various isomorphs, a conceptual scheme to
illustrate the inter-relation that may exist between them
can be proposed (Fig. 2). Viewed in this way,
plumbocene may be regarded as a ‘molecular string’
being drawn out from a coiled, helical conformation to
a sharp, zigzag conformation.

Observation of the helical structural motif is estab-
lished for many transition metals, particularly in the
case of classical, Werner-type coordination complexes
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